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The roleof deformationanalysisis discussed
with respectto its existingor possiblefutureapplications
in
geodesy
andgeodynamics.
Expressions
for straintensors
aregivenin themoregeneralcaseof Riemannian
spacesand specialized
for Euclideanspacesand the caseof infinitesimaldeformation.Amongthe various
applications,
special
emphasis
isgivento thestudyof crustaldeformations
of theearth,deformations
of the
gravityfield,andgravityfieldrelateddeformations.
Otherapplications
arealsoconsidered.

MATHEMATICAL

INTRODUCTION

Deformation,looselyspeaking,is the alterationof form and
shape.Deformationis historicallylinked to the study of deformablematerial bodies,originallywithin the theory of elasticity and later on within continuummechanics[Love, 1927;
Malvern, 1969; Truesdell,1977; Erin•len, 1980]. The abstraction of relevantconceptsand mathematicaltoolsdevelopedin
mechanicsleads to their broader usein a variety of problems
which are not related to material bodies.

Sinceform and shapeare connectedto the metriccharacteristicsof bodies,deformation,in a broad sense,is also concerned
with the alterationof suchcharacteristics
of generalphysicalor

evenabstractentities.It is only necessarythat the elementsof
suchentitiescan be broughtinto a one-to-onecorrespondence,
in the same way that through the identificationof material
pointsa correspondence
is established
betweentwo different
statesof a deformablebody.
Applyingdeformationanalysisin the geosciences,
for example,in geodesy,
the previousdiscussion
meetsa clearexample:
From its definition, geodesystudiesamong other topics the
materialshapeand the gravityfield of the earth as well as their
alterationin spaceand time. The earth body deformationcorrespondsto the classicaltreatmentin mechanicsof deformable
bodies,while the deformationof the gravity field of the earth
calls for an abstractapplicationof the same tools. Another,
even more obvious,example of abstractdeformationis illustrated by mappingthe geographicgrid of parallelsand meridiansfrom the globeonto a planegrid, a standardtechniquein
cartography;the sphericaland plane gridsunder comparison
are obviouslyabstractentitiesof a nonmaterialnature.
In mechanics,deformation(strain)is not studiedby itselfbut
mainly in connectionwith the underlyingforces(stress-strain
relation).Althoughthe forcesactingto causeearthdeformation
are of interestin both geodesyand geophysics,geodesistsare
primarily concernedwith the developmentof methodsand
techniques
for the determinationof suchdeformation.
The object of geodesyis the study of the size,shape,and
gravityfieldof the earth,positiondetermination,time variation
of all the above,and their representation.
Consequently,deformation methodsfind manifoldapplicationsin geodeticwork.

TOOLS

Since form and shape are describedmathematicallyby the
conceptof metric, deformation can be representedby mathematicalobjectswhichdependon metricalterations.
Usually,in classicalmechanicsthe relevantmetricspacesare
Euclidean.This is due to the modelacceptedfor the description
of the physicalthree-dimensionalspacein the neighborhoodof
the earth. The most convenientway of describingEuclidean
spaceis by meansof Cartesianorthogonalcoordinatesystems.
However, curvilinear coordinateswithin Euclidean spacesare
alsousefulin someapplications.
In orderto apply the abovemathematicaltechniquesoutside
the realm of mechanics,a generalizationto Riemmanian metric
spacesis sometimesnecessary,for example,in cartographic
applications.
Thereforethe developmentof our formulation will start from
curvilinear Riemmanian spaces.Euclidean descriptionswith
curvilinearor Cartesiancoordinatesystemswill then be derived
asspecialcases.
The Riemmanian

Case

Let there be two Riemmanian spaceswith corresponding

metricsdS2 andds2 whichdescribetheirmetricalpropertiesin
the infinitesimal neighborhood of points of the two spaces.

Curvilinearcoordinate
systems
(U x U2 U3) and(ux u2 u3) are
assignedto the two spaces.The metrics with respectto the
chosencoordinatesystemare givenby

dS2-- Z GiJdUidUJ= dUTGdU

(1)

ij

ds2= Y'••lijdui duJ=durgdu

(2)

whereGij, gidare the corresponding
metrictensorsand G, g
their matrix representations.
It is furthermore assumedthat a one-to-one correspondence
existsbetweenthe two spacesdescribedby
u = u(U)

(3)

This mappingfunctionmust also be continuousand have a
continuousinverse,that is, a homeomorphismin mathematical
terms.In classicalmechanicsthe setsU and u(U) correspondto
the samepoint in two differentstatesof a material body.
For the descriptionof deformationswe look at the differ-

ences(ds2- dS2) betweencorresponding
elementsof the two
spacesunder comparison.These differencescan be expressed
either in terms of the first coordinate systemU (Lagrangian
approach)or in terms of the secondcoordinatesystemu (Eulerian approach).
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When the Lagrangianapproachis followed,the Lagrangian
strain tensor(strainmatrix) E is introducedby meansof

ds:- dS:ae=f
2dUrE dU

(4)

It follows that

E = «[(•u/•U)•g(•u/•U) - a]

(5)

When the Eulerian approachis followed,the Eulerian strain
tensor(strainmatrix) E* is introducedby meansof

ds
2_ dS
• ae__f
2durE,
du

(6)

so that

E* = «[g - (•U/•u)rG(•U/•u)]

(7)

We have called E and E* in (5) and (7) tensors.However,
someclarificationsare needed.Tensorsobey well-knowntransformation rules under changesof coordinate systems.These
rules apply to E and E* when the first coordinatesystemU
undergoes a transformation, while the second coordinate
systemu undergoesthe correspondingtransformationinduced
by (3). On the one hand, function(3) dependson an underlying
correspondencebetween the elements of the two compared
Riemmanianspaces;on the other hand, its specificmathematical representationis a consequence
of the more or lessarbitrary selectionof the coordinatesystemsU and u. A general
discussion
of this aspectis givenby Boucher[1980]. The point
will be clarifiedlater whenspecificapplicationsare analyzed.
Note that all componentsof the strain tensormust have the
samephysicaldimensions.The reasonfor this restrictionis that
scalar invariants

of the strain

In the usualdescriptionof this quadraticform, the restriction

that all curvilinearcoordinatesin U be of the samephysical
dimensionis relaxed,and (9) is now written as

tensor are sometimes

mr,2 = 1 + 2LrKEKL

whereK is the diagonalmatrix with elementsthe correspondingcurvaturesof thecoordinatelines.Similarly,(10)becomes

rnL:= Lr(K: + 2KEK)L

necessitates the use of curvilinear

coordinates

(12)

The Euclidean Case

In the specialbut commoncasewhere the spacesunder
comparisonare Euclidean,it is alwayspossibleto assignglobal

orthogonal
Cartesiancoordinate
systems,
e.g.,(X • X: X 3) and
(x• x2 x3).Thenthecorresponding
metrics
become

dS2= dXr dX

(13)

ds2 = dxT dx

(14)

thatis,themetrictensorsbecomeidentity(G = g = I).
For a givenone-to-onecorrespondence
x = x(X)
the Langrangianand Eulerian straintensorsbecome

E = «[-(c3x/c3X)r(c3x/c3X)I]
E* = «El-(•X/•x)r(&X/&x)J

(16)
(17)

It is alsopossibleto describe
Euclideanspaces
by curvilinear

orthogonal
coordinate
systems,
e.g.,(Q• Q: Qa)and(q• q: qa).
In this case the metrics are written as

dS• = dQrC dQ

used as

deformationparameters.Sincetheseinvariants (i.e., the trace
ds• = dqredq
and determinant)are combinationsof the tensorcomponents,
they are physicallymeaningfulwhenthe particularcomponents Comparisonwith (13)and(14)gives
have the same physical dimensions.Recalling (4), the above
C = (c3X/c3Q)r(c3X/c3Q)
restriction

(11)

of the

(18)

(19)
(20)

e = (c3x/c3q)r(c3x/c3q)
(21)
same physical units in contrast to some usual choices(e.g.,
sphericalcoordinateswith both angular and linear units). In Similar expressions
in tensornotation are given by Hotine
order to avoid this inconvenience,all coordinatesmay be trans- [1969].
formedto coordinatesof the sameunitsthroughmultiplication
For a givenone-to-onecorrespondence
with suitablescalarfactors.For example,whenangularcoordiq = q(Q)
(22)
natesare usedin the sameset with linear coordinates,they can
be transformedto linear onesthrough multiplicationwith the the Lagrangianand Eulerianstrain tensorsare
radii of curvatureof the correspondingcoordinatelines.
E = «[C - (c3q/c3Q)rc(c3q/c3Q)] (23)
Equation (4) can be written as

ds2/dS
2a½=f
1+ 2(dUT/dS)E(dU/dS) (8)

E* = «[(c9Q/c9q)rc(c9Q/c9q)
- e]

(24)

All the abovederivationshold equallywell for any dimensions,but our applicationsare limited to two and threedimen-

or

sions.

rnL2
a•f1+ 2LrEL

(9)

wheremLis the linear modulusof deformationalong the direc-

tionof theunitvectorL - dU/dS.Replacing
LrL = 1 in (9),we
obtain

Strain tensorsare powerfultools in studyingdeformations,
for they allow a pointwiseillustrationof alterationof the metric

properties.In particular,the tensorfieldE(U) describes
deformation in the infinitesimalvicinityof eachelementof the first

spacewith coordinates
(U • U: U3). E*(u) doesthe samefor
elements
of thesecondspace.

mL2 = LT(I + 2E)L

(10)

which representsa quadratic form. The associatedquadric

InfinitesimalDeformation

surface,
beingthegeometric
locusof all pointswithm•• = 1, is

Whendeformations
aresmall,thetransformation
u = u(U)is
a transformation
closeto theidentity.In thiscasethe displacements(• •2 •3)

the well-known Cauchy strain ellipsoidin three dimensionsor
theTissotstrainellipsein two dimensions
usedin cartography.
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g = u - u = u(U)-

u = g(u)

are quantitiesof the first order. Differentiating(25),we obtain
0u
8U

-

8U

+ I
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From the above developmentsone can observe that the
infinitesimal strain tensorsare the symmetric part of the Jacobiansof the displacements.The antisymmetricparts are

(26)
(40)

and replacinginto (5), the Lagrangianstrain tensorbecomes

n,=• •
The previousequationis decomposedinto a first-orderpart,
linear in a•/aU,

e=• g0uJ+ g• +g-G

kax/1

(41)

Thus the correspondingJacobians,also called deformation
gradients,are decomposedas usual into symmetricand antisymmetricparts

(28)

8•/0X = •; + f•

(42)

0•,/0x = e* + f•*

(43)

and into a second-orderpart

Note that sincethe transformationx = x(X) is closeto the
identity,in the first-orderapproximation
so that

E = e+ &

(30)

Ou

-I

o•

(31)

Ou

(44)

0X/0x = (0x/0X)- • •_ •

(45)

and

Similarly,

ou

0x/SX -• I

hold. Consequently,

and replacinginto (7), the Eulerian straintensorbecomes

O•/OX -• •,/•x

(46)

• -• •*

(47)

fI •' fI*

(48)

and

2 [g-G+
kau/] (32,
E'=
-1
(G2•U•)T
+(G2•u)--(a•U•)TG(2"•I
with first-orderpart

•,=• g-g+ •

+ •

which meansthat the distinctionbetweenthe Langrangian and
(33) Eulerian approachespractically disappears.For more details
on the infinitesimalcase,see,for'exampleEringen[ 1980].

and second-orderpart

Strain

(34)

being
E* = •* + &*

(35)

Rates

When metric alterations are associatedwith a scalar parameter, t being the independentvariable, deformation may be studied by comparing the metrics at two infinitesimally closed
values t and t + dt. In this case the difference of metrics ds2

-dS 2 is replacedby the squareof the derivative,(dS/dr)
2, in
which case

Here • and •* are called the infinitesimal

strain tensors. Not

only are they first-orderapproximationsof E and E*, but they
(dS/dt)2
ae__r
2dUr(d/dt)
œdU
alsostandby themselvesasindependentlydefinedentities.
In the particular case of Euclidean spaceswith associated
orthogonal Cartesian coordinatesystemsX and x the strain Usually, the parametert representstime, and
tensorsreferredto the displacement• = x - X become

a/atE

(49)

(50)

is called the strain rate tensor, in terms of the used curvilinear
coordinates

U.

Stretch-RotationDecomposition
The infinitesimal

strain tensors are

•=•

• +k•x/_l

•*=•1 •

(38)

(39)

An advantageof the analysisconcerninginfinitesimal deformation is the determination of the antisymmetric part of the
Jacobianof the displacements8g/0U (see(40) and (41)), which
representsthe infinitesimalrotation of a small neighborhoodof
the point in questionwith respectto its original orientation.
In the case of noninfinitesimaldeformation a similar approach is possiblethrough the polar decompositiontheorem of
Cauchy [Truesdell, 1977]. Restrictingourselvesto the Eucli-
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dean case,the Jacobian of the displacementscan be uniquely
decomposedin two ways,

(e.g.,crust embeddedin a Euclideanspace)it is necessaryto
know the continuousfield of displacements
at everypoint of
the mediumor, at least,in the neighborhoodof specificpoints
c•g/c•X= RVs = Vt.R
(51)
wherestrainis to be calculated(see(36) and (37)).
Geodetic observationsare usually discreteand limited to
where R is an orthogonal matrix called the rotation matrix and
VR, VL are positivesymmetricmatricescalledthe right and the points on the two-dimensionalsurface.Even if the three comleft stretch matrices,respectively.The rotation matrix repre- ponents of the displacementvectors in a network of surface
sentsthe changeof orientation of a small neighborhoodof the pointscould be evaluatedby analyzinggeodeticobservations,
strainscouldnot be directlycomputed.In order to evaluatethe
point in question.
appearingin (36) and (37) a
The independentelementsof R can be computed from the spacederivativesof displacements
is needed.When only discrete
displacementJacobianmatrix by solvingone of the following continuousfield of displacements
valuesof displacements
are available,a continuousfield •(X)
rather complicatedmatrix equations:
can be obtainedby interpolation.The interpolationconcerns
the determinationof displacements
not only on the surfacebut
= \ox/j
ox
also within and outsidethe crust.For pointswithin the crust
the strains are computedby analyticallydifferentiatingthe
DEFORMATION OF THE EARTH
interpolated function •,(X), and consequently,the strains
dependnot only on the discretegeodeticobservationsbut also
General Discussion
on the choseninterpolationtechnique.The moretheinterpolaAs is well known, geodeticobservationsare of a geometric tion technique
reflectsphysicalreality,thecloserthecomputed
and physicalnature.They are also limited to pointson and/or strains are to the real ones.
outsidethe surfaceof the earth. It is beyond the scopeof this
The sameholdsfor straincomputationat pointson the crust
paper to discussdeformationproblemsrelatedto the interior of surface,but an additionalproblemexists:In physicalreality,
the earth [Bullen,1975], sincesuchdeformationsdo not signifi- displacementsoutside the medium are not defined,and stresscantly affect geodeticobservations.On the contrary, defor- strain relation problemscan be faced,introducingboundary
•
mations of the crust are directly connectedwith geodeticob- conditions on the surface.
servables. Geometric observations are related to the alteration
Mathematicallyspeaking,interpolationtechniquespredict
of the two-dimensional
surface of the crust as embedded into
displacements
evenoutsidethe medium,and computedsurface
three dimensions.
strainsdependon suchpredictionsand consequentlydo not
Deformationsof the crust,beyondthe surface,causechanges reflectphysicalreality.They haveonly a descriptive
valueand
in the gravity field of the earth and can be sensedthrough shouldnot be used,for example,for conclusions
on stress-strain
relations.
gravity-dependentgeodeticobservations.
It must be noted that changesin the gravity vector and
In practice,the problems connectedwith deformationsin
gravity potential at discrete points of the surface can be three dimensionsare bypassedby computingseparatelytwoascribed either to the surface motion or to changesin the dimensionalplane strainsand verticalmotions.Sinceit is natugravity field per se.Thesetwo effectscan be separatedwhenthe ral to be interested
in three-dimensional
deformations,
onemay
whole surfaceis coveredby observations,in which casegeo- think of combiningtwo-dimensionalplane displacements
with
dynamicboundary value problemsare formulatedfor the de- verticalmotionsin order to derive displacements
in three diterminationof variationin the geometryof the boundarysur- mensionsand the relevantstrains.However,as alreadymenfaceand variationsof the gravity field outsidethe surface[see tioned,verticalmotionsare severelydependenton changesof
DermanisandSans&1982' Heck, 1981].
the gravityfield evenwhenthesechangesare not accompanied
The study of global deformationsof the crust surfacecan be by motion of the terrestrial surface.
primarily done by spacegeodetictechniques(laser ranging,
Asis wellknownto geodesists,
thereallyestimablequantities
very long baselineinterferometry,etc.),while traditional geod- are differencesof the geopotential,which can be transformed
etic techniques(triangulation,trilateration) are valuablefor the into orthometric height differencesand into their time varistudy of deformations on a local scale. Global crust defor- ations only when the gravity field and its time variation are
mation and plate tectonicmotion determinationare the subject independentlyknown.
of extensiveresearchboth theoreticaland applied,but thereare
On the otherhand,the effectof the gravityfieldvariationson
still problemsto be solved(for a discussion
see,for example, the planehorizontalcoordinatesof triangulationpointsis negBaarda[1975] and Livieratos[ 1979]).
ligible. When analyzing a local triangulation network, a
Local crustal deformation studies are referred to two dimencommonhorizontalplane of referenceis assumedfor the persions,following the classicalseparationof geodeticpractice, pendicularprojectionof networkpoints.In this case,though
that is, the duality planimetry-elevation.
In this case,levelingis observations
(angularhorizontalmeasurements)
at eachpoint
tied through gravity with internal changes.Since height is dependon the local directionof the plumb line, they are not
anholonomic,that is, path-dependent,geopotentialnumbers sensitiveto the expectedsmall changesin this direction.This
must rather be usedthrough the combinationof levelingwith allows the determinationof horizontal displacements
which

gravity.Geopotentialdifferences
may be causedby changes
of essentially
reflectactualhorizontalmotionswith negligibleefthe gravity field due to densityredistributionswithin the crust fectsfrom gravity field variations.
Works and discussions related to the above can be found in
without any actual changeof the geometricshapeof the surface. A discussionof the discrepanciesbetween actual and severalcollectivevolumes[e.g., Pavoni and Green,1975; Rikiapparent height differencesas related to crustal movement is take, 1976, 1981; Mueller, 1978; Hieber and Guyenne,1978;
givenby Bird[1975].
Vogel,1979;NASA, 1979,1980,1981;lsikara and Vogel,1981;
In order to computestrainsin a three-dimensionalmedium U.S. National ResearchCouncil,1981].
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For vertical movements and associatedgravity variations
see, for example, Faytel'son and Yurkina [1974], Yurkina
[1977], Hein [1978], Drewes[1980], and Vaniceket al. [1980].
Further elaborationswith emphasison analysisare given by
Brunner [1979], Kumar [1979], Wassef [1979], Brunner et al.
[1981], Dermanis [1981], Hein and Kistemann [1981], Kelm
[1981], Koch and Fritsch [1981], Livieratos and Vlachos
[1981], and Niemeier [1981].
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(positivefor an increasein area), and 7 is the shear acrossthe
directionof its maximum value(alwayspositive).
The scalarinvariants A and 7 can be expressed,accordingto
Truesdelland Noll [1965], in terms of the so-calledprincipal
invariants Ix(E ) and I2(E), which in the two-dimensionalcase
are

I•(E) = tr (E)

I2(E) = det(E)

(58)

Combination of (56) with (57) gives
Two-Dimensional

A = I•(E)= tr (E)= E•o,+ Eyy

Plane Strain

For the study of crustal deformationsin two dimensions,
usuallyfollowedin practice,intrinsictwo-dimensionalstrains
are definedfor the descriptionof the geometricalterationsin
the positionsof the projectionsof the surfacepoints onto the
local referenceplane.
Again, as in the three-dimensionalcase,strains,being local
differentialquantities,require continuousdisplacementinformation. Geodetic techniquesprovide only discrete displacements, and strains can be computed only after an explicit or
implicit interpolationof displacements.
The definitionsof the Lagrangian strain tensor E, the infinitesimal strain tensor a, the infinitestimal rotation matrix 11,and
their Eulerian counterparts apply equally well in the twodimensionalcase.Sincethe analysisis carried out on the plane
(Euclideanspace),the equations(36)-(41) are appropriate.
The numericalvaluesof straintensorelementsdependon the
reference frame used. Thus one should look for scalar functions

72= I•2(E) - 412(E)= [tr (E)]2 - 4 det (E)

(59)

= (gxx-- gyy)
2 q-(2E,,,)
2
Introducing the shearcomponents

the maximum

7• = E,,x- Eyy

(60)

72= 2E•,y

(61)

shear strain becomes

7=(7• 2 + 722)•/2

(62)

The aboveshearcomponentshave the following interpretation
[Prescottet al., 1979]'7 • is the shearacrossany line parallel to
the y direction (north), and 72 is the shear across any line
parallel to the x direction(east).
The azimuth of the maximum extensionEma
x is computed
from the eigenvectorproblem

of the strain tensorelementswhich are invariant with respectto
the chosen reference frame

and moreover

En = •n

have an evident

physical interpretation. It is well known that there exists a
particular referenceframe with respect to which the strain
tensor,beingsymmetric,takesa diagonalform:

(63)

where

Ae
=[E;
axE0minl (53)

n=[sin
Lcos
•]

(64)

Eliminating 3.from (63), it followsthat

The quantitiesEmax,Emin are called the (Lagrangian)principal strains.In order to computethe principalstrainsfrom the
componentsof the straintensor

Exy

E=[•• Ey•l

(55)

which are

,•1: Emax
-- «{tr (E) + [tr (E)2 - 4 det(E)]•/2}

(65)

When the infinitesimal strain a only is considered,correspondinginfinitesimalquantitiesA, 7, etc.are defined.
From the Jacobian of the displacements(46), the infinitesimal antisymmetricrotation matrix

(54)

in any two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, wellknown spectraltechniquesmust be applied. Indeed, the principal strainsEmin,Ema
x are the eigenvaluesof E and can be
computedasthe rootsof the characteristicequation

det (E - XI) = X2 - tr (E)X+ det (E) = 0

arctan(-72/7•)

(56)

,•2= Emin
= «{tr (E)- [tr (E)2 - 4 det(E)]•/2}
The scalarquantities

A = Ema
x + Emin
(57)
y = Emax -- Emin

are called the dilatation and the maximum shearstrain, respectively. A representsthe isotropicpart and 7 the anisotropicpart
of deformation in the infinitesimal vicinity of the point of
interest. They are both point functions with the following
physical interpretation: A is the areal change per unit area

is also defined,where ro is the angle (in radians)of infinitesimal
rotation. Similar quantities are analogously defined for the
Eulerian mode of description.
There is an extensiveliterature concerningapplicationsof
the above two-dimensionalplane strain analysisfrom geodetic
results. Two approaches are basically followed. In the first
approach, angular or distance observationsat two different
epochs are used (observation methods). In the second approach, the coordinatesfrom independentlyadjustedtriangulations at two epochsare used (coordinate method). This is
essentiallya finite elementmethod where strainsare considered
constantwithin the triangular elements.
Concerninghorizontal deformationssee,for example,Frank
[1966], Sato [1973], Bibby [1975, 1981], Savage [1976], Prescott [1976], Harada [1977], Gerasimenkoet al. [1977], Livieratos [1978, 1980], Baldi et al. [1979], Cohen and Cook
[1979], Harada and Shimura [1979], Nyland et al. [1979],
Prescottet al. [1979], Reilly [1979], Savageet al. [1979], Snay
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and Cline [1980], Vlachos [1980], Baldi and Marson [1981],
Cacon [1981], Dermanis et al. [1981], Lisowski and Thatcher
[1981], and Benciniet ai. [1982].
DEFORMATION OF THE GRAVITY

Introducingthe matricesof second-order
spacederivativesof
the potential(gravitygradients),

1•(•W•T cqF
&f

cqF
&f

c•Xk,•XJ
-c•X- B- c•x- •

FIELD OF THE EARTH

AND GRAVITY FIELD RELATED DEFORMATIONS

(74)

As alreadydiscussed
in the introduction,while the analysisin
the previouschapterconcernedthe classicaltreatment of ma-

exkx/ -ex- b-ox- II

terial deformation, the same tools can be abstracted for the

the gravity strain tensors referred to Cartesian coordinates

studyof deformationsrelatedto the gravity field of the earth.

become

In this context, three alternative casesare studied:

1. The most straightforwardway of definingdeformationof
the gravityfieldis to comparetwo differentgravityvectorfields
in the vicinity of a fixed point in geometryspace.
2. Sincetraditionally in geodesywe deal with positioning
by meansof observationsrelated to the gravity field, an alternative approachcan be formulatedby studyingthe changeof
geometricpositionsidentifiedby the samevalue of the gravity
vector, or any three other appropriate gravity field related
parameters,with respectto two different gravity fields under
comparison.
3. The third alternative is to study the alterations of the
geometric and gravity characteristics,as well as their interrelation,in the vicinity of material pointsof the earth'ssurface.
For the studyof thesecasesthe followingJacobiansare used:
•F/•X = B

•F/•x = •
(67)

O¾/OX= b

O¾/Ox= [I

E(F) = «(B-'b2B-' - I)

(76)

E*(y)= «(I - b- 'B2b- ')

(77)

and the gravity strain tensorsreferred to curvilinear coordinates

are

E(•) = «[DrB - •b(d-')rind- •bB- •D - M]
= «[DrB - •bZB- •D - DrD]

(78)

and

E*(9) = «[drd - drb- •Bab- •d]

(79)

Comparingwith (76) and (77),

E(•) = DrE(F)D

(80)

E*(q•)= dVE(y)d

(81)

in agreementwith the well-knowntensortransformationrules.

where x and X are the 'old' and 'new' position vectors,respectively, and ¾and F the correspondinggravity vectors.

The two potentialfieldsunder comparisoncould be either
the actual instantaneous fields of the earth at two distinct

epochsor theactualfieldanda modelfield(normalpotential).

Gravity Deformationat Fixed SpacePosition

Let us considera point X fixed in geometryspaceand two
different potential fields W and w assigningcorresponding Deformationof GeometrySpaceat Fixed Gravity
gravity vectorsF = grad W(X) and ¾= grad w(X). SinceF and
This caseis dual to the previousone, sinceit followsby
¾are Cartesiancoordinatesin gravity space,they can be used simplyinterchanging
geometrywith gravityspace'
for the definition of gravity strain in the same way that the
w
spaceCartesian coordinatesare used in (16) and (17) for the
X
,F--¾
definitionof geometrystrains.The Lagrangiangravitystrainis

E(F) = «[(c•¾/•F)r(•¾/•F)
- I]

(68)

w

x

,F---¾

and the Eulerian gravity strainis

W*(•): «r• - (or/o•)qor/o•)]

(69)

In the more generalcasewhen curvilinearcoordinates•(F)
and 9(¾)are usedfor the descriptionof gravityspace,the above
relationsare written asin (5) and (7),
w

X-=x--z

,F
w

X--x

The situationnow is asfollows:Considera positionX and a
potentialfield W assigninga gravity vectorF = grad W(X).
For a secondpotentialfieldw thereexistsa positionx suchthat
the same gravity vector F = grad w(x) is assigned.In this
abstractway, positionsX and x are brought to one-to-one
correspondence,
in the sameway that in continuummechanics,
positionsare pairedas positionsof the samematerialpoint at
differentepochs.
The straintensorsarethusdefinedasin (16)and(17):

E(X) = «[(E•x/•X)T(•x/•X)- I]

(82)

E(•) = «[(c•q•/&•)rm(c•q•/&•)M]

(70)

E*(x) = «[I - (•X/•x)T(•X/•x)]

(83)

E(q•)= «[m - (c•/&q•)rM(&•/&q•)]

(71)

Introducing the matricesof second-orderderivativesof the
potential,

m, M being the metric tensorsassociatedwith the curvilinear
framesused.Sincegravity spaceis Euclidean,

m = drd

M = DrD

(72)
(84)

where

d = c•¾/c•9

D = c•F/c•b

(73)

Txxkax
/ Txx
=I=Txx
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the strain tensors become

E(x) = «(Bp-•B - I)

(85)

E*(x) = «(I - liB-:P)

(86)

Generalizations can be easily derived for the case when
curvilinearcoordinatesare usedin geometryspace.
An application of the above treatment is found in the case
where W is the actual potential of the earth and w the normal
potential.In this case,x is the image of X under the telluroid
mappingX •-• x definedby

grad w(x)= grad W(X)

throughtheirnaturalcoordinates
ß = ((I)A W/wo)T or normal
coordinates
q•= (•p2 W/Wo)
T insteadof thegravityvectorsF or
•/, respectively,whereWois a referenceconstantwith potential
dimension, that is, a referencenormal potential value. The
choiceof pure numbersW/wo and w/wo insteadof the correspondingpotentials W and w is suggestedin order to obtain
straintensorcomponentsof the sameunits.
w

X

,•-=q•
w

x

,•--q•

The strain tensorsare defined exactly as in (16) and (17) or
(82) and (83).Introducing the matrices
F = O•/0X

f = 0•/Ox

(88)

E(X) = «[Fr(ffr) - •F -- I]

(89)

E*(x) = «[I - fT(FFT)-'f]

(90)

the strain tensors become

This casefindsapplicationin studyingdeformationsinduced
by the telluroid mappingX •-• x definedby
v(x) = w(x)
(91)
grad w(x)

grad W(X)

I grad w(x)l

I grad W(X)[

The Apparent Gravity Deformations

The case most closely connectedto observational reality
concernsthe change of the gravity field at material points
which is due to both change of the gravity field itself and
change of position due to motion of the surfaceof the earth.
The situation

can be shown as
w

P-•X

w

P-•x

(16) and (17) or (82) and (83). Introducing the matrix of secondorder derivativesof the potential
B = •?r/•?X

'7

where X and x are two different positionsof the samematerial
point P and F and ? the correspondingapparent (observable)
gravity vectorsinducedby two differentpotential fields W and
W.

The geometrystrain tensorsE(X) and E(x) are defined as in

(92)

and recallingdefinition(75),we obtain

c•X
- •?OFgX- p• B

(93)

Thus the strain tensors become

E(X)=•Lk•]

(87)

The relevantstraintensors(85) and (86) describedeformation
inducedby, for example,mapping the surfaceof the earth into
the telluroid [Bocchio, 1976, 1979a, b; Osada, 1978, 1980;
Marussi,1973,1974; Grafarend,1978a,1978b;Teisseyre,1969].
A similaranalysiscan be carried out by identifyingpositions
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•B-I

(94)

E,(x)
=5 Similar expressionscan be derivedfor the casewhere instead
of F and • the natural coordinatesß and •, respectively,are
available.

Earth Tidal Deformation
A particular case of the previous formulation concernsthe
deformation

of the earth's crust associated with the lunisolar

tides.A material point in a relaxedstatehas a positionX, and
the potential W is due only to earth attraction and rotation. An
additional potential reflectinglunisolar attraction leads to a
new disturbedstate where the material point moves to a new
position x and the final potential w dependson the original
potential, the potential of the lunisolar attractions, and the
variationscausedby massredistributionafter elasticyielding.
The final position x of any material point is a function of its
original position X, the original and final potential W and w,
and a set of parameters(Love and Shida numbers).In consequence,strains depend on the above function. For derivations
of tidal strains,seeMelchior [1978]. For an interestingapplication seeMarussi [ 1979].
OTHER APPLICATIONS

A case completely analogousto the temporal variation of
network coordinatescausedby crustal deformation is the one
where two coordinate

sets of the same time-invariant

network

are available from different sources.Typical examplesare the
inconsistencies
in coordinatesas derived from classicaladjustment and spacetechniques(see,for example, Mueller [1974]),
differencesin coordinatesas adjusted on a referenceellipsoid
and on a projectiveplane, coordinate differencesbetweenthe
resultsof compatibleadjustmentsbasedon data from different
observational campaigns, coordinate differencesin common
parts of networks, alterations in the form of a lower-order
network when superfluous,fixed, higher-order control points
are used, etc. The physical meaning of deformation in such
casesvarieswith eachparticular application.
When three-dimensionalcoordinatesfrom spacetechniques
are compared with classicalellipsoidal geodetic coordinates,
deformation parameters may be related to systematicerrors
caused,for example,when normal parametersof the gravity
field are used instead

of their

actual

values

in the classical

proceduresof reduction of the actual observationsto the referencesurface[Meissl, 1973; Thomsonet al., 1974].
Another example is the comparison of two forms of a network (or parts of a network) resulting from the utilization of
different subsetsof the total originally available observations,
in which case, deformation parameters may be used for the
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detection of gross observation inconsistencies(blunders)
[Thapa, 1980; Vaniceket al., 1981].
A very interestingaspectof the studyof deformationappears
in engineeringsurveying[Pelzer, 1971, 1974; Platek, 1974; Van
Mierlo, 1977; Hailerman, 1981], which concernsthe temporal
alterationsin the shapeof man-made structures.Beyond the
needfor generalizationto three dimensionswe noticethe possibility of relating observedstrainswith stresses,
sincethe elastic
behavior of such structures are more or less known.

A simpletwo-dimensionalEuclideancaseis the studyof film
deformationin photogrammetricapplications.
A well-known

two-dimensional

case is the deformation

in-

volved in cartographicprojections,when original figureson a
Riemmanianspace(sphereor ellipsoid)are deformedinto correspondingfigureson a Euclidean space(plane map) (see,for
example, Marussi [1951a, b, 1959], Bernasconi[1953, 1956],
Caputo [1956], Bocchio [1969], Chovitz [1979], Hojovec and
Jokl [1981], and Dermanisand Livieratos [ 1982]).
Other geodeticapplicationsinvolvingcomparisonof figures
in two-dimensionalRiemmanianspacesare the study of deformations occurring in mapping the geoid onto the reference
ellipsoid and similar comparisonsbetweenalternative choices
of referenceellipsoids(see, for example, Marussi [1951a, b,
1957], O'Keefe [1953], Caputo [1959], and Zadro and Carminelli [ 1966]).
Sincedeformation parametersare connectedto comparison
of metrics,one can study deformationbetweendifferentmetrizationsof one and the samephysicalspace,without the needof
establishingpoint-to-point correspondences.
An example can
be found in the study of atmosphericrefraction, where the
three-dimensionalEuclideanearth spaceis comparedwith itself
when endowed with a metric related to the index of refraction

(see,for example,Marussi[1953] and Grafarend[1975]).
A related approachis basedon the exploitationof certain
analogiesbetweenstress-strain
relationsof elasticitytheoryand
error propagationin geodeticnetworks [Borre and Krarup,
1974; Grafarend,1977;Borre, 1979].
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